amazing results
"What's so impressive about the Green Laser is that we see
localized reduction in circumference without requiring patients
to make a major dietary change or engage in vigorous exercise.
Patients love the reduction in inches with no pain, scarring or

THE SAFEST & MOST EFFECTIVE
WAY TO LOSE FAT

downtime! They're excited, confident and happy, and a happy
patient means a happy physician!"
Dr. William BlackShear, MD
Prescription Weightloss Clinic

It is amazing. I lost 7 3/4" inches. I never dreamed that would
happen."
Kimberly M.

"In just a couple of weeks, I had 7 inches gone!"
Leslie L.

"Since I've lost the inches, I feel fabulous and confident!
Erika M.

1412 2nd Ave SW
Minot, ND 58701
701-837-1300 | lorspa.com

NO DOWNTIME | NO PAIN | NO BRUISING
NO FREEZING | NO SIDE EFFECTS

WHAT IS THE GREEN LASER BY LOR?

ABOUT THE TREATMENT

The Green Laser by LOR is a non-invasive fat loss laser. It is the only

The treatment with the Green Laser by LOR is extremely simple

low level laser in the world that has been given FDA market clearance

from start to finish. It's quick and you can immediately return to

for overall body circumference reduction in patients +30 BMI.

normal daily activities afterwards.

The laser works as a natural alternative for fat loss by using low level

You simply lie under the laser on your front for fifteen minutes and

lasers to create a temporary pore in the fat cells, allowing the fatty

then on your back for fifteen more.

liquids to seep out of the cell and be naturally flushed out through
your lymphatic system.

Healthy adipose
cells at 0 minutes

It's that easy!

Fat droplets seeping
across adipose cells
at 5 minutes

Complete collapse of
adipose cell during
emulsification at 18 minutes
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Visualization of
the fat cells shrinking.

+ MORE RESULTS!
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